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A Message For Our Pakistanies
 
do you know country is the place that Allah have given us to live but what we are
doing we are just throwing wrappers polluting noise, air and more other pollution
we all know in 2007 it was the horrible mounth  but now its 2008 so we should
do something good in this mounth so that it can be our remarkable mounth if we
do good things others will also see and they will start doing good things even bad
peoples also 
 
so now let's make promise we all will make 2008 remarkable mounth
 
lets make this country such a beautiful country  that someone who is coming
from out of country they will just and just see this country not another country
make it a beautiful country for  living
 
And i pray to Allah that make this mounth a memaroble mounth for all of us
pakistanies (Amin)
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A Mother
 
Do you know what is a Mother?
A mother is a gift of god.
Always respect your mother.
Never disturb her.
She is the one who can  help you in your need of time.
She can give you a  suggestion that what to do in your life.
So please recpect  your mother and your any of the elder.
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Friendship
 
A friend is like a flower
a rose to be exact
or may be like a brand new gate
that never come unlatched
a friend  is like an owl
both beautiful and wise
are perphaps a friend is like a ghost
whose sprit  never dies
a friend is like heart that goes
strong until the end
wher would we be in this world
If we didn't have a friend
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Ramzan
 
do you what is ramzan?                                                                       
 
Ramzan is the ninth month according to Islamic Lunar calendar.
the people who keep a fast they think that they are fsting so if they do not rasite
prayers allah will not punished them this is wrong in ramzan it is farz on us to
rasite prayers Some people think that one month of fasting is too much while
others feel that its only one month where they can get their sins forgiven and get
their rewards increased. May Allah bless us all and forgive all our sins and make
us good Muslims and good human beingsus.
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